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AN INTEGRATED SHAMANIC AND QUANTUM TEACHER, HEALER, MENTOR AND GUIDE  

I’ve been healing, teaching and guiding others since the beginning of the 21st Century.  My credentials and qualifications 

include Spiritual Life Coach, Reiki Master, Crystal Practitioner, Equine Reiki Teacher and Applied Equine Behaviourist, 

Earth Wisdom, Shamanic and Quantum Mentor and Guide.  Additionally, as a first-born Indigo star-child and Clairsentient 

Intuitive, I’m a passionate truth seeker and am fulfilling my soul’s mission.  My journey into shamanism was kick-started 

when birthing a shamanic drum, which coincided with personal enquiry into the area of quantum reality.  I found the 

material under-pinned and reaffirmed shamanistic understanding. 

I established Shaman’s Retreat on the Somerset/Dorset border in 2016 for spiritual teaching, guidance and healing.  My 

regular earth conscious workshops attract people from all walks of life for shamanic drum making, tree ogham days, wise 

woman retreats, and a deep dive five-day immersion into the heart of indigenous shamanism. Additionally, I also offer 

medicine wheel/earth wisdom days, remote readings, and personal pow-wows of exploration. Others say I have a knack of 

explaining often complex material in a down to earth way.  I work ‘in the moment’, tailoring each workshop, healing or 

teaching to those who are present.  Learning to trust intuitive knowledge is what I encourage everyone to do.  

Now, at the dawn of the evolution of human consciousness, we are taking the first steps into the Aquarian age and the 

ascension timeline.  The crumbling away of everything we knew is beginning to gather speed. My role is to help you in your 

own awakening process.  I will support, heal, teach and guide you in rediscovering and embodying your human 

sovereignty.   

From January 2021, I’m launching the New Earth Support Network.  The aim is to build a network in reaching those who 

are now wishing to explore a different way of being as the frequency of earth increases. What makes this Support 

Network unique is that any aspect of your chosen monthly donation can be ‘gifted’ to someone you know.  From regular 

free visits to Shaman’s Retreat, free medicine wheel readings, discounts on workshops, and free mini breaks, we all get 

to help and support others wellbeing.    

I look forward to meeting with you along your timeline. 
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